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An ancient diet for modern timesÃ¢â‚¬â€•feast on the simple and hearty recipes in The Paleo

Cookbook and never turn back.Feeling full and fulfilled when youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re on a diet may seem

impossible, but itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s the only way to turn your diet into a healthy lifestyle. Naturally

promoting superior health and weight control, The Paleo Cookbook  serves up wholesome recipes

from around the world that emphasize lean proteins, vegetables, fruits and healthy fats. A staple for

any paleo table, The Paleo Cookbook  gives you your fill of a healthy and balanced life with every

dish.The Paleo Cookbook includes:300 Family Favorite Recipes for breakfast, lunch, and dinner,

including side dishes, snacks and beveragesSimple Directions for dishes that are as easy to make

as they are to eatA Comprehensive Overview on everything you need to know about the paleo

lifestyleThe Paleo Cookbook brings you recipes such as: Banana Berry Pancakes, Chicken

Avocado Wrap, Classic Gazpacho, Chimichurri Strip Steaks, Mediterranean Lamb Burgers, Spinach

Lamb Casserole, Tangy Beef Brisket, Garlic Ginger Chicken, Baked Eggplant Steaks with Quick

Tomato Sauce, and much more!Ã¢â‚¬Å“I loved how this book gave not only several recipes to fit

every palate, but it also gave me the history behind the diet itself. With this cookbook, I can easily

prepare and cook a different, nutritious, and tasty meal almost everyday of the year.Ã¢â‚¬Â•

Ã¢â‚¬â€•Nneka Gunn, reader of  The Paleo Cookbook
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This is the worst cook book I have ever bought. Every recipe I have tried so far has had errors. It will

either give a list of ingredients and then fail to tell you what to do with one of them or like the one i

am cooking right now...it tells you to roast the chicken at 475 for 25 minutes and then reduce the

temperature and continue to cook 45 minutes....ummmm what temp should a person reduce it to?

Good thing I consider myself a good cook and know what a whole chicken bakes nicely at. But for

some people this could be really frustrating and it is for me when I am in a hurry to make a meal for

my family. Buyer beware. Im sure there are better Paleo cookbooks out there.

Because of health issues I'm only coming paleo. But I have a husband that doesn't have these

issues so I need to cook food that we both can eat and enjoy. This cookbook has recipes that even

the hungriest man will enjoy. I haven't tried one recipe yet that he hasn't liked!

Finally a cookbook with some unique flavors and recipes. I have found that most cookbooks

now-a-days have google recipes and there's nothing special about them; however, this one is

different. It has it's niche of paleo recipes and truly sticks to it. I was surprised at how innovative the

recipes are and how delicious they all taste. Great value for the money. This is a must-buy if you are

on a paleo diet!

The good news: the information in this book is laid out in an extremely easy to digest (no pun

intended) format. The bad news: it's also extremely thin on the research. I have noticed this about

certain Paleo books and I often get the impression that the authors purposefully skip past informing

the reader about scientific studies that support their theories. Perhaps they think that the general

public is not interested in learning more in-depth facts about the viability of the Paleo diet. But due to

the controversial nature of the regimen, I am convinced that people would like to dig into it. If you

are a person who already knows a good deal about the diet and is convinced that it's right for you,

The Paleo Cookbook will be great for adding some extra dishes to your mental repertoire. If, on the

other hand, you are not well versed in the potential health benefits, don't expect this book to provide



any sort of crash course.That being said, the recipes are very good and plentiful. Top Chef style

creativity? No. But the author succeeds in putting together hundreds of delicious, uncomplicated

meals for every time of day. The recipes range from light and refreshing to meaty and steamy.

We're not looking at rabbit food, here. I'm not even Paleo and you'd better believe I'm making my

grocery list tonight to stock up on these ingredients. Soon, I'll be cooking up the conch salad and

steakhouse crabcakes. I'll keep the venison medallions with quick mustard sauce for a rainy day.

On my not-so-immediate list is the fillet of ostrich with mushroom medallions. I'll save that exotic

edible for my autumn equinox party. Don't worry, you're all invited.

If you are looking to supplement your overall diet with more low carb meals in the mix, this cook

book is perfect without getting crazy. I weight lift 4 times a week focusing on whole body workouts

incorporating compound lifts as my focus and I have noticed some nice lean gains over time with

throwing more of these recipes in the loop. Best of all, my kids are meat eaters and this helps add

more good lean meats and veggies in the mix for them as well. People may argue with me on this,

but you don't have to just throw all foods away and switch to straight Paleo eating to see benefits.

Throw in two or three of these meals in a week and you'll see results over time.

a lot of great ideas. book arrived as promised.

I have been trying to find a good book that will motivate me to eat healthier. Most diet books are

complex and have hard-to-find foods. With hundreds of thousands of books to sort through,

IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve still had a difficult time finding one that was worth the money. Well, I found it!

This book is about the Paleo lifestyle and provides some history about it. What I liked the most was

that it includes a great breakfast section. I havenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t found many breakfast recipes in

other Paleo books. The Caveman French Toast is delicious, and very easy to cook up quick in the

mornings. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s even something my picky little kids will eat. The Banana Berry

Pancakes were next at the top of our list. They are just delicious and also quick to make. For lunch,

the Sloppy Joe Cabbage Wraps are a favorite at our house. Only a few ingredients and it makes for

a delicious and healthy lunch. This book simply has recipes for every meal and every

occasionÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦even Offal! I have never had Offal before, but maybe I will give that a try

too.

I can't wait to try the recipes in this book. They look delicious and appetizing! The Paleo diet is the



healthiest and most weight-loss effective one I've ever used. I plan to stay on it for the rest of my

life!
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